
Not Inside Or Outside 
 

 

—but half a minute passed and all that vanished and was replaced by 
many years accumulation of desiccated spider webs, dried slush trails, birds’ 
chalky droppings—a blackened glass—straining with the thin and iffy 
portrayal of her face and torso; in the so called distance, books leaning on their 
shelves and other muddily rendered objects suspended in the misrepresented 
night she supposed mute with resentment of its obscuring, ghost objects she 
can’t touch 

yet pathetically familiar—the framed snapshots bland, nearly empty—
shades only, by this she meant grayed, tending to formlessness, and mere 
suggestion, the white wall extending to obliterate an entire landscape of 
neighboring houses, yards, roofs, and trees, not even glimpsed or intuited now, 
but more sharply, more concretely present than this soiled, unwashed darkness, 
how to see with any equanimity the banality of Kleenex box reflected, the 
unfurled tissue where it should not be at the edge of the window frame as if 
outside cluttering the one sensation of acute, extraordinary, incredible bliss—the 
true view out the window, out, out, out, the clear and acute, extraordinary, 
incredible out— 

after she got up and closed the light all but her own face at the screen 
turned to black but over her outlined shoulder she found a small square of light 
like a painting, no, a wood block print of abstract patterns, perhaps branches, 
that square of light a reality, the one reality, and in a reversal of substance the 
oval of her face lighted at one side, pale in contrast to the black night beyond 
the mirroring, too dark to distinguish herself from other women of her age and 
stature, but half a minute passed and all that vanished—  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Paradise 
 

 

—it isn’t that we haven’t looked—there is no one to bring home—sheets  
flapping wildly at the blast—wet rooms—wide open buildings—we have 
searched the shallow trenches—behind outcroppings of rocks—we have 
lifted concrete slabs—here and there stones stacked in neat piles—tell us  
what to understand—it has only been one hundred days—the tables are set  
with bright linen and candles—the children are hanging out sheets—these  
will be the last white flags—the last honors—we bury our faces in the gusts  
without closing our eyes—we spread our arms out wide and spin and spin 
—at night the strobe lights disrobe us—in white—in the splitting up of  
houses—we suck the salt from our skin—shape small mounds, raised beds 
for planting—our dear debris, mouth-less and blind—the rockets are gentle  
and fierce un-doers—butted up lumps and gravel—we worship with hands  
tough as machines—to create dirt and remake—everything—the wind 
reduces—spreads it—scatters 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Against the Glass 
	  

the	  trees	  we	  wanted	  to	  climb—we	  wanted	  
to	  taste,	  see	  how	  they	  tear	  themselves	  up	  at	  the	  roots	  	  
near,	  very	  near	  ripening,	  these	  sleek	  purple	  fruits	  
but	  what	  are	  they	  called	  again?	  and	  is	  the	  moist	  skin	  
edible	  or	  poison?	  see	  how	  they	  bow	  dark	  dreadlocks	  
break	  open	  the	  cracked	  crust	  from	  underneath	  
with	  long	  buried	  fingers	  
fingers	  they	  stand	  on	  and	  walk	  away	  on	  
flinging	  them	  in	  front	  of	  themselves	  	  
whipping	  the	  air,	  dusting	  it	  	  
	  



Canopy 
 

 

—when the rain stops she hears a sentence out of context, Haitians  
forced out of tents to homes just as precarious 
 
she has a bag of shoes to give away, wire hangers bundled together, a 
conglomerate of paper shopping bags 
 
the shapes her hands make in the air are ceilings domed and decorated  
 
she dreams about knitting the black sleeves of a dress out of single  
words: caterwauler, epigram, haiku, grow 
 
what is this method we call language?  
 
when the rain stops she hears an army marching, the munching of  
crackers inside her head 
 
maybe she can’t tell the truth 
 
if she were to release everything in her like a river—isn’t living the  
tension between container and force? 
 


